832-12
PVCu Snaplock
Fitting Instructions
Installing a PVCu Snaplock
To fit a PVCu Snaplock you will require the following tools:
- Drill
- 1.5mm drill bit
- Posidriv screwdriver
Please ensure screws enclosed are suitable for applicataion prior to use.

A From the inside of your house, close the window and select the correct position
for the PVCu Snaplock on the outward opening frame:
Position if fitting with a single lock
Position if fitting with two locks
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B Drill pilot holes using the PVCu Snaplock as a template. Drill through the frame
and the inside wall of the frame. If you encounter a reinforced steel or aluminium
section, drill through that section carefully as to not touch the glass. Fix the PVCu
Snaplock to the frame using suitable screws to ensure a tight fit. Once done, push
the plastic screw cover over the screw head holes with a gentle push-fit.
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C To ensure a tight fit of the finger to the frame when in the locked position, select
a pad from those provided and press the pad into the hole provided in the finger.
Take care that the fit is not so tight as to mark the PVCu frame.

Additional Information
Operation - Insert key into lock barrel and turn 1/4 clockwise; the finger can then be
rotated freely. To lock the finger across the fixed part of the frame, remove the key and
place somewhere safe and out of sight. Turn the finger 1/4 turn until a click is heard.
The finger is now unlocked and can be freely rotated. The key can now be removed by
1/4 turn anti-clockwise and withdrawing it.
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Maintenance - Use a moist cloth only to clean all types of finish, household abrasives or
solvents may affect the surface finish - lubrication may occasionally be required.
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